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Finally: the first sound edition of Emmet Fox's unparalleled plan for tapping the higher powers of your
mind. In 1942 the brand new Thought pioneer and minister Emmet Fox electrified audiences with his
unforgettable lecture, "The Mental Equivalent". Read simply by historian Mitch Horowitz, this special
audio edition of "The Mental Comparative" gives you a completely new outlook on your possibilities.
This concise presentation can literally alter the way you live from the moment you begin listening.
Fox described how and why your mental images outpicture into your encircling world. By charging
your brain with very clear and passionately felt imagery, he trained, you actually bring your internal
visions to life.
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  Don't be a dead fish! I loved the illustration used about taking a picture of an object.. You must
concentrate on one object to fully capture it in the picture. You need to see yourself or scenario as
you desire, not as it is. You can retain the mental movie of your present situation or, it is possible to
develop a new mental movie of you in your desired situation. Anyone exploring the power of
thoughts and imaging, should completely have this publication. I really like it since it get straight to
the idea and is a brief book, yet somehow stuffed full of insightful instruction and advice. This
booklet helped me to produce a vision declaration of wellness that helped me to recover from a
depressive show. Read it frequently to guarantee the concepts stick. He's definite, direct and directly
on! I can't also remember when I bought this from Amazon.so I ordered this one. I mean it sits there
ideal this second.! I rank it up generally there with my favorites of all time. Trying to think at this time
what book I liked better. Just a few one thinks of. This thing is easy reading and if you are a
spiritualist. I would highly recommend this reading to anyone who would like to learn a new way of
thinking about how exactly to navigate this plane we are currently part of..this book calls you on the
spot!Precise Explanation in the energy of Mental Imaging for Transformation and Accomplishment
I've been studying the impact of thought on existence conditions and situations which book gives a
clear and powerful explanation that if we desire to be, do or possess something we should hold a
clear picture of it in our minds. brilliant We chose this reading just because a woman, right now
passed out of this earth, exposed me to Emmett's teachings... pay attention to goodness. You can't
take two different pictures at the same time.. and you will encounter goodness. Seek mentally
wellness, love and happiness. I have owned this reserve for some time, in book form, and on my
Kindle... Many thanks Katie G.! Meshes properly with modern understanding of metaphysics,
manifestation and personal responsibility for creation. produced me question what else I didn't
know..! Keep it in your thoughts with calm and deep love and you may experience abundance and
prosperity in your life. It was on YouTube where Rev.! This book is awesome and essential read. I
enjoyed the suggestions and the connections to. I bought it again to give away AWESOME,
AWESOME, AWESOME ! and essential put into practice daily. As stated by Emmet Fox "The
entranceway of the soul opens inward.. Love your lifestyle and be free Think on God as good. Even
though she was ill with pancreatic tumor for the 8 months I knew her right here on earth, she
carried herself with grace and dignity. She was a huge influence to me in my new spiritual
development. She helped me see the capital "T" truth and studied Emmett Fox's utilize a passion.
She passed that interest onto me. demonstrating the living of God inside and around you..!
Completely amazing and it functions.! Emmet Fox an early on New Idea writer and thinker. A must
for anyone's library. A must read Absolutely Love Emmet Fox's writings. Essential read for all. As
within thus without. You create your own experience! Cannot find my old copy.." Amen! Nonetheless
it still remains on my coffee table next to my reading chair. A concise description of a robust healing
tool. Emmett fox is one of the most crystal clear new thought practitioners in print. It's the kind of
reserve you bring with you and examine a chapter or passage when you enter internal nudging.
Since that time, I have exceeded this technique to many others Five Stars Great book! Fox provides
us a method for creating the life we want.! The World is Inside This book made a difference in my
life 33 years back. Excellent examples of practical application to improve your life!! Designed for
changing one's thoughts I would recommend this book for anybody stuck in how exactly to unlock
the closed door of there minds release a mental blocks that restrain them from improvement in
virtually any life event Common Emmet Fox! I make my children read this. Ike produced mention of
Emmet Fox's book The Mental Equivalent that caused me to re-read it with full and total
understanding. Quick Read Great insight for his time. Made me switch my brain, made me appear
at items differently; Good reminder Great ideas Gave 5 stars for a simple method of changing my



look at of myself and my circumstances..THE REALITY.
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